
 
 

QB Taylor Heinicke  
 
On his immediate feelings post game:  
“Yeah, pissed off. Just feel like we let it go. A lot of things happened in that game that I thought 
went really well, thought we moved the ball really well. We just get into the end zone and stall 
out. The defense played amazing. I really think the turning point of that game, the biggest play of 
that game, is the sack fumble for a touchdown first half. That doesn't happen, our defense is 
playing well. It's a tough one.” 
 
On the sack fumble in the first half:  
“We ran empty. They didn't bring the pressure, so I felt like I was protected. It was, you know, we 
had five offensive lineman for four, looked at my first read, they jumped it and took a second 
hitch to [TE John] Bates on a corner route and, you know, when I was getting ready to release it, I 
got hit.   
 
On throwing to WR Curtis Samuel on the final pass:  
“Yeah, we called a play and again, I have to go back and look at film, but I didn't see anyone open 
so, you know, I was just trying to make a play and I saw Curtis [Samuel] have leverage on the guy. 
He was in front of him, so I felt like he could box him and I tried to give him a chance and 
unfortunately it didn't work.”  
 
On Head Coach Ron Rivera having the team’s back:  
“Yeah, 100 percent .We play really hard for [Ron] Rivera for a reason and, you know, we all love 
him. He goes to war for us and, you know, we would like to do the same, so he's our guy.” 
 
On not being able to pull out the win at the end:  
“Well, on that play, you know, we shifted to a formation and [WR] Terry [McLaurin] pointed to be 
on the line, the guy gave him a thumbs up and we get penalized for it. So, you know, that play’s 
very questionable, but you know again, we had two chances there at the end. We gotta be 
better.” 
 
On struggles in the red zone:  
“No, I mean not right now, right after the game I can't think of anything. But again, I'll go back 
and look at film tomorrow and see what we can do better.” 
 
On the second fumble:  
“Yeah again, you know, maybe I could’ve hit [TE] Logan [Thomas] right there on that one, but you 
know, I tried to make something happen with my feet, I got hit and I just gotta protect the ball 
better, you know. That's points that we left on the board and we think about it at the end of the 
game it woulda been what? 20-15? And hell, a touchdown wins the game, so who knows.”  
 
On having WR Jahan Dotson on the field: 



“Oh, that's huge. Again Jahan [Dotson]’s a great player. There's a reason we drafted him on the 
first round. He continues to make big plays, so you got him Terry [McLaurin], Curtis Samuel out 
there and we got those two backs that we got and the four tight ends that we have, you know. 
There's a lot of weapons out there, so the more that, you know, the more he keeps doing it just 
opens up the field for everyone else.” 
 
On channeling anger from the loss into correcting mistakes:  
“You know everyone’s pissed off and i think its gonna roll over through the week and I think 
that’s a good thing were gonna use this as energy to ger prepared for a really good team in San 
Fran you know it’s going to be a battle but I think these guys are going to use this and roll it over 
to next week.”  
 
On the message at halftime:  
“Offensively, it was, you know, we’re just shooting ourselves in the foot. Whether it's a holding 
penalty, couple false starts or a delay of game, getting behind the chains. When we do that, 
we’re not as good, so we can cut those things out and again, when we get in the high red zone, 
let’s make things happen instead of going backwards or stalling out. So, you know, in the first 
half, I think that was the story of it. I feel like there were a lot more points out there than just 
three.” 
 
On momentum shifting at the start of the 3rd quarter: 
“Oh 100 percent. When defense had a good stop, you know, we drove right down the field, 
scored a touchdown and we felt good again. Just unfortunate that we didn't get the win.”  
 
On the 2-point conversion pass to WR Curtis Samuel:  
“It was a rub play, but the guy was pressed on Jahan [Dotson] and he was trying to run a route 
and he gets called for a OPI when the guys grabbing him, so I don't know what else he could 
have done, but you know it is what it is.”  
 
On differences in NY Giants plays since the last game:  
“No. they ran some different stuff on defense. They didn't pressure as much, lot more zone 
coverage. They would go out with a back, with a linebacker, which typically means man and then 
they would drop the zone, so you know some curveballs here and there. But again, it was not an 
excuse not to convert more 3rd downs and score in the red zone.” 
 
On if there was a pass interference on WR Curtis Samuel:  
“Oh, yeah. I saw a picture and the dude had his arms around his neck before he could catch the 
ball, so who knows.” 
 
On if both games against NY Giants were missed opportunities:  
“Yeah, we feel like we should’ve won both. I don't know what else to say, but you know, we feel 
like we should’ve won these last two games. But, the reality is we didn't and we got three more 
games to try to get in the playoffs.” 
 
On frustration with the officials:  
“Very well could be, but at the same time, if you take those plays out, there's still a lot of missed 
opportunities, you know. You can't blame the refs, but again, there are some calls there that are 



just questionable. But again, there's other plays out there to be made and we didn't make them 
so ultimately it's on us.” 
 
 

RB Brian Robinson Jr. 
 
On what the locker room was like after the game: 
“Disappointing. Upset. Ready to take it out on somebody. I feel like it just adds fuel to the fire 
and we can use it for next week. Our guys are going to be fired up next week.  
 
On why they couldn’t continue the win streak: 
“I think we took a little too long in certain areas, on offense and defense. We just waited too long 
to get into rhythm, and it impacted us later in the game. I feel like we just need to come out fast 
in the first half and it will carry out into the second half.” 
 
On why he thinks the offensive drives halted in their red zone:  
“Mostly focus. Guys just aren’t focused. Penalties, putting us in bad situations. We just have to 
eliminate the penalties and focus in, and we should be able to score on all of our red zone 
drives.” 
 
On where he thinks he is personally: 
“I'm still making strides. Like I said, I don’t know when I'll be 100%. I'm sure I’ll let everybody 
know when I feel like myself again. I’m just doing me to be honest.” 
 
On If he would describe today as a missed opportunity: 
“We had a lot of missed opportunities. Whether it was play calling, penalties, it doesn’t matter, 
we still missed them. So, we have to look back at the film and see what we have to do to fix it.” 
 
On what he meant by mentioning play calling: 
“I mean, everyone’s not always going to agree all the time with the play calling. It’s not personal. 
Some guys expect different play calls in different situations. It doesn't matter. When we're out 
there on the field, we can't worry about any of that. We just have to do our jobs. I don't want that 
to be taken out of context.” 
 
On if that is a closed door conversation with Offensive Coordinator Scott Turner: 
“I don't have to speak on that. I feel like everyone in the locker room knows what we could have 
done better. Nobody’s perfect, everyone’s doing their job. We just have to stay on the same page 
with everything.” 
 

WR Curtis Samuel 
 
On what he saw on the last pass: 
“We were trying to make something happen. [QB] Taylor [Heinicke] moved around out of the 
pocket and tried to get open. He threw the ball and gave me a chance. Anytime the ball is in the air 
I want to make a play. I feel like I have to make that.  
 
On if he thought it was a pass interference: 



“I mean I can't really control that. All I can do is try to make them play when the ball is in the air. I'm 
not a ref, so there's nothing I can do about that.” 
 
On what he saw on the failed two point conversion: 
“I thought the play was clean. [WR] Jahan [Dotson] did a great job and some things we just can't 
control. We just have to run the play and execute.” 
 
On if coming back from being 1-4 on the season gives him confidence moving forward: 
“I mean it’s just on to next week. We have to put this one behind us, as much as it hurts. Next 
week we will put together a good week of practice on a short week and try to come away with a 
win.” 
 
On red zone struggles: 
“I mean, it is what it is. Like I said, next week when we’re in the red zone, we have to execute. 
We’ll be on top of what we have to do and everyone will be on the same page.” 
 
On if he can put a finger on what’s wrong: 
“No, I mean, I just try to execute whatever is called. No point in throwing blame on anybody, we 
just have to execute.”  
 
On how disappointing it is to not get a win: 
“It’s frustrating, but we can't let this one keep us down. We have to rise back up and go into next 
week with fiery eyes and get the job done.” 
 
On not taking advantage of opportunities: 
“Like I said, we just have to execute. We can't control any outside factors, all we can do is play 
good sound football.” 
 

WR Terry McLaurin 
 
On his alignment on third down and his communication with the official: 
“I feel like I was on the ball the entire time if you look through the game I lined up there pretty 
much every play so I checked to see I was good the first time and he was like I can move up a 
little bit. So when I moved up, I was good and he said I was good. I’m not trying to get fined. We 
had our other opportunities, but for it to come down like that, that’s tough.” 
 
On if he heard the official tell him he was okay: 
“Yeah, I did. That’s why I’m giving him the thumbs up twice to make sure I was good, but I mean 
in that event, I guess I can’t make it close for a judgment call, but I feel like I checked with him 
twice.” 
 
On what the refs told him after he went up to him: 
“He didn’t say anything. One of the refs just moved me out of the way and while they talked 
about it, they made the call.” 
 
On his emotion on the call that was called in the game: 
“It’s frustrating because I pride myself on being attention to detail and I am detail oriented in 
everything I do and with a game on the line, you don’t want to make a mistake to hurt your team. 
I just wanted to make sure that I was good and I felt like I was with his confirmation. At the end 



of the day, I’m just trying to take ownership and make sure it’s not close, but it’s kind tough 
sometimes because if your helmet is leaning over, they may call offsides.” 
 
On the opportunities the team had in the game: 
“We definitely had some opportunities in the red zone. We got in the red zone a few times and we 
didn’t quite capitalize third downs to keep the chains moving. We didn’t quite capitalize and we 
had too many mistakes. When you are playing this level of football where every play matters, 
every series matters, you can’t afford to make too many mistakes. You’ve got to credit them, they 
capitalized on some of our mistakes. I think that’s why they came out with the victory.” 
 
On if the team was flat after the bye week: 
“I wouldn’t necessarily say flat, I just think we didn’t execute at the highest level we really 
needed to. I think when you’re backed up, you just have to get some space and they made a good 
play on Taylor [Heinicke]. They had the fumble recovery. We had some good opportunities. We 
were riding the game to score touchdowns and convert on third downs and we didn’t quite do 
that. That’s really what it comes down to. It’s just the execution.” 
 
On the magnitude of this loss: 
“It’s tough. I don't know where we are in the standings. You take a loss in the division and 
obviously that affects you in the wild card, but we can’t really feel sorry for ourselves or hand our 
head because we are kind of going on a short week all the way out west to play a really good San 
Francisco team. This is adversity for our team and we just have to show up when it matters most 
and control what we can control and just try to win this next game.” 
 
On the red zone issues for the team: 
“I try to really focus on the execution of things. Coach [Scott] Turner calls the plays. Myself, I 
just try to be in the right place for Taylor [Heinicke] when he needs me to be there. When you’re 
down in the red zone, the windows are tighter, there's not as much space to move so the 
execution just has to be there that much more. I think if we don’t have negative plays, we make 
those tough catches or grind for those yards. Those touchdowns are gonna be what we need to 
try and get into the playoffs. Red zone is tough, but we’ve got to try and make it easier on 
ourselves.” 
 

WR Jahan Dotson 
 
On the disappointment following the loss: 
“It’s extremely frustrating because we know the capability of the guys on this team. We know we 
can make plays, that's what we do. To see a game go down like that is really telling. So many 
opportunities missed. I think the biggest thing was getting in the red zone and not converting, 
settling for field goals, turning the ball over. You can’t do that if you want to beat good teams. We 
drove the entire field to get into the red zone, just to make turnovers is unacceptable.” 
 
On what the cause was for the missed opportunities: 
“I’d just say pure execution. We just have to make plays when we have the opportunity. When 
you get down there, it's hard enough to drive the football in this league and convert first downs 
over and over again. So when you get in the red zone you have to score, you cant settle for field 
goals. You especially can’t give the ball back to the opposing team without any type of points. I 



don’t know what we were in the red zone but its tough when you’re just giving the ball back to 
the other team without putting points on the board.” 
 
On his 60 yd catch:  
“Shout out to [QB] Taylor [Heinicke] for giving me that opportunity. I’ve said this many times, 
when the ball is in the air, I have to go get it. That’s my job, to make plays when the ball is in the 
air. So big trust from Taylor, giving me the opportunity by launching the ball down the field, we’ve 
been practicing that all week. So shout out to him for letting me do what I do.” 
 
On what he saw on the two-point conversion attempt and what he was told: 
“I didn't agree with the call at all. Obviously, it was a big play, but my job is basically to get in the 
way of whoever’s traveling with [WR] Curtis [Samuel] and that's what I did. I was held on the 
play, so I don’t know how it was a P.I. on me. I really don’t know what to say about that. I thought 
I did my job without touching him at all, so I don’t really know. I’ll go watch it all on film and see 
from there.” 
 
On if this loss hurts any more than others: 
“For sure, just because we played the exact same team two weeks ago. We basically had three 
weeks of prep for one team and not coming out with a win in two tries is big especially this late 
in the season. Playoffs are right around the corner and we're all battling for a spot. To lose to a 
division opponent especially at home. We had a great crowd and we couldn’t get it done. I don’t 
do well with losing so I’m going to look over the film and fix my mistakes.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


